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the monopoly brand card game can be played alone, with 2 to 4 players, or as a family game. it
includes property cards and action cards. the game comes with 110 cards including property cards,
rent cards, house and hotel cards, and wild property cards. action cards let players do things such as
charge rent and make tricky deals. house and hotel cards raise rent values. wild property cards help
players build property sets. and, players pay their debts with money cards. the monopoly brand card
game is all the fun of the monopoly game in a quick-playing card game. it comes with 110 cards
including property cards, rent cards, house and hotel cards, and wild property cards. action cards let
players do things such as charge rent and make tricky deals. house and hotel cards raise rent
values. wild property cards help players build property sets. and, players pay their debts with money
cards. be the first player to collect 3 complete property card sets in different colors to win. this card
game is a great way to play the fast-dealing property trading game in as little as 15 minutes! the
hasbro gaming, parker brothers, and monopoly names and logos, the distinctive design of the
gameboard, the four corner squares, the mr. monopoly name and character, as well as each of the
distinctive elements of the board and playing pieces are trademarks of hasbro for its property
trading game and game equipment. the monopoly brand card game can be played alone, with 2 to 4
players, or as a family game. it includes property cards and action cards. the game comes with 110
cards including property cards, rent cards, house and hotel cards, and wild property cards. action
cards let players do things such as charge rent and make tricky deals. house and hotel cards raise
rent values. wild property cards help players build property sets. and, players pay their debts with
money cards.
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using virtual property card decks, players can create and manage their own virtual monopoly. the
company is giving away cards with different properties, the number of which they can add, and the
ability to create custom cards. users may also buy properties on the site and then add the virtual

ones to their virtual monopoly. the following trademarks and trade names are used in the description
of and around monopoly game: monopoly, monopoly board game, monopoly for mac, monopoly for

mac, monopoly for mac, monopoly, monopoly for mac, monopoly and the monopoly logo are
trademarks of hasbro. the property trading game monopoly was originally created by charles darrow

and manufactured by parker brothers, except in canada, where it was originally created by j.r.t.
close and manufactured by r.b. wills. hasbro and the monopoly logo are trademarks of hasbro. are

you a solitaire enthusiast were the solitaire experts we created the suite of free solitaire games that
come pre-installed on every computer with microsoft windows. or are you a mahjong master we

have tons of free mahjong games that are hugely popular among players, including mahjong
dimensions, mahjong candy, and the classic mahjong solitaire. or are you an expert with word games

and puzzles our suite of online games includes enough crossword puzzles, jigsaw puzzles, word
search games, and sudoku puzzle games to give you a serious mental workout! all of our games are

free and unblocked, so you can enjoy playing them all day, every day. you wont find an online
selection of good free games like this anywhere else! go play any of our free games, and have fun!
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